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Introduction: The god that limps 

One of mankind’s abiding nightmares, from Frankenstein onwards, is that mad scientists, 
sorcerers’ apprentices, robotic creatures crying, “exterminate!” and automata of every kind have 
robbed us of our humanity.  Hephaestus, blacksmith to the gods, was the only Greek god who 
limped and limping is a primordial symptom of imperfection, of values somehow out of balance, 
Colin Norman (1976).  Oedipus means “swollen foot”.  He also limped, as did the wicked 
Captain Ahab in Moby Dick, madly pursuing the great white whale, and the murderous Richard 
the Third.   

We do not believe that technologies are redemptive and that companies like Dreamworks 
will somehow rescue us from decline.  But, the digital media revolution does offer us 
opportunities to set things right, to assert our humanity, our caring and our idealism.  We suggest 
that this be seized upon and the fullest advantage taken. The use of the English language is a 
sizeable competitive advantage and our leading universities and colleges are still world class. It 
is argued that unlike most other technologies that exaggerate parts of our human endowment at 
the expense of other parts and skew our cognition, digital media gives expression to the whole 
person so that its influence is potentially benign.      

The Literature Review  

The literature review proceeds under various subheadings as follows. We look at the 
selective magnification of human resources under most technologies and argue that this distorts 
reality.  We argue that digital media records our wholeness and integrity. Its costs are falling 
rapidly so that business and ambitious individuals can use it to lead. It reflects our “lives in 
progress”.  It has a reach far beyond mere entertainment to the growth of society and the 
economy. It is especially relevant to making the economy more innovative. Culture is 
importantly connected to how human beings play and simulate their problems. Digital media can 
play the role of a prototype for millions of possible innovations by envisioning alternative 
futures. Digital media appeals to the whole brain, both hemispheres and their functions.    

Magnifying selective endowments  
Most technologies magnify a small part of the human endowment and obscure the rest, so 

that writing is boosted by printing but sidelines conversation. Printing machines encode our 
experience while relegating what they omit, the immediacy of human encounter. Computers 
ignore social context and celebrate numeracy creating nerds in their own image as ink cartridges 
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replace the blood in our veins. The man-machine interface pushes us to the top of the abstraction 
ladder and human-to-human interface suffers. TV turns us into couch potatoes and spreads the 
passivity of consumerism, locking us into our homes to be entertained as a mass audience.  Even 
Facebook is created by an entrepreneur who, if the film is to be believed, lacks all human graces 
to an extent matched only by Larry Summers as featured in the same film.  Facebook will not 
save us either, although it is nice to have human faces back in the equation.   

Digital media portray us whole 
What can restore our humanity, our community, our idealism and our inspiration is a 

technology, which substantially has everything that most human beings have, sight, sound, 
movement, drama, intelligence, music, emotional range, information and experience. Digital 
media takes nothing out of the fullness of our endowment. It can be crass, of course, because 
sometimes we are so, but it amputates none of our human capacities and replicates them all.  It 
can entertain us, educate us, memorialize us, interact with us and communicate what we have 
imagined to other people so they share our visionary experiences.  

Recent developments reminiscent of computers 
An interesting thing has been happening to digital media in the last twenty years.  Levels 

of sophistication in filming, editing and cutting which were once the province of Hollywood 
specialists are now available to the general public at a fraction of the cost and are substantially 
automated. Just as the personal computer could do almost everything the IBM mainframe had 
done two years earlier, now much of the business of film and program-making has been 
simplified beyond imagining. We are literally the media directors of our own lives.  Of course 
very few have the requisite skills but these can be learned. The means to be our own impresarios 
are at hand.  As Shakespeare put it “all the world’s a stage”.  This technology not only portrays 
vivid events between live people, but also creates dramatic images of their aspirations, their 
imaginings and their visions., see Raymond Abelin (2007) 

Lives in progress 
Digital media brings narrative back into our lives, the magic of storytelling and the 

process of transformation, which alone creates genuine wealth.  It gives us Lives in Progress 
Robert White (1961).  It can capture our finest moments, our most moving utterances, and our 
most profound sentiments and actually immortalize them. When Humphrey Bogart rescues a 
young bride from a lecherous police chief his artful manipulation touches the heart.  This was the 
moment, December 1941, when America abandoned its isolationism and joined the war against 
fascism.  It was an unforgettable watershed in history, the New World coming to the rescue of 
the old. 

Beyond entertainment: Making America more innovative 
But we totally underestimate the potential impact of digital media if we consign it only to 

the entertainment industry. Arguably there is too much entertainment today, too many people 
sitting on their bottoms in mortgaged properties up to their eyes in debt.  This economy needs 
more activity and less passivity, relatively more production and so that we can afford 
consumption, more serious intent and less escapist fantasy with Rambo restoring our pride by re-
fighting the Vietnam War.  

So we want to underline what digital media could do for our innovation and productivity 
as a nation.  In the first place it can vividly portray what is in the mind of the entrepreneur and 
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the inventor. Michael Schrage (2005) has pointed out that upon the quality of the prototype, its 
detail and its subtlety, will the innovation of the final product depend. If we build a physical 
replica of what the final product will look like, it gives us only its outward appearance and may 
be extremely expensive in itself and costly to change. In contrast a digital image can show the 
product inside and outside and in cross-sections. It can show the product moving and in action, 
its maintenance and repair, its impact on the environment and anticipated changes in customer 
behavior which might result. It would dramatize and glamorize the idea in the head of the 
initiator and be very much more likely to attract investors, customers, bankers, partners and 
enthusiastic employees.  It boosts our imaginative capacities. 

Writers like Tom Kelley (2001) and C K Prahalad and Ramaswami (2004) have pointed 
out that having an image of the product standing between you and the customer facilitates co-
creation. Changes to the product can be made between you in ways that are cheap and are 
flexible and the process of continuous improvement advocated by W Edwards Deming (1982) 
(1986) can go forward apace using  incredibly versatile models . Franz Johansson (2004) has 
pointed out the advantages of having “virtual” model of what you are aiming for. New Zealand 
triumphed in the Americas Cup race by having a “phantom yacht” with all the best features of 
two competing prototypes.  Every time one of the two yachts won they added the features 
responsible to the phantom craft. It mimics the theory of evolution in that even accidental 
features may be discovered and selected.  

The vital importance of play 
Digital media can remind us of the vital importance of play in human and animal culture 

see Homo Ludens by J Huizinga (1970).  This has been well expounded by Gregory Bateson 
(1978). Many animal species including man learn by playing. Lion cubs, otters, tigers, feral dogs 
and cats in general learn of how to fight even kill using non-violent play as a rehearsal. They will 
romp and chase each other with their claws retracted and their lips hanging over their teeth. 
When they “bare their fangs” playtime is over. They are serious and will cause injury.  They 
could not survive in the wild without first learning a harmless way of predation.   

It is similar with mankind. Theatre is a mark of civilization in which we “die”  without 
dying “fight” without fighting and portray appalling events so that we may learn from these 
without actually suffering their consequences. When Medea murders her own children to spite 
Jason her unfaithful husband, a great cathartic shudder ran around the Greek amphitheatre, where 
the audience sat shoulder touching shoulder and wives were included. This is what happens to 
your children’s lives when married couples quarrel! Perhaps you do not kill them physically but 
poison their hearts mentally. Note that this is more religion than entertainment, more mass 
psychotherapy than relaxation. But by anticipating horror you avoid it, having witnessed gross 
crimes you resolve not to commit them, injustice on stage promotes justice around it. (Thomson 
1961)  Play is a civilizing process. Business itself is a non-lethal contest, a “game” if you will. 

A Whole-Brain technology 
It is said we have two hemispheres of the brain, RW Sperry (1964). Robert E. Ornstein 

(1975). The left-brain, like the computer, is abstract, numerate, literary, codified and dryly 
objective.  Many would argue that digital media is right-brained.  It is concrete, experiential, 
pictorial, dramatic and passionately subjective.  But we disagree.  Digital media mediates the 
whole brain, like corpus collosum, the bundle of nerves that joins the two brain hemispheres, JE 
Bogen (1975).  Digital media also uses machines that produce reliable outputs, but these are 
machines to which the ghosts of our humanity have returned and now inhabit.  These are 
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machines that are capable of presenting the very best of our human endowments.  These are 
technologies that empower our ideas and give millions access to these. 

Given the priceless competitive advantage of the English language spoken by countless 
people across the globe, could not America and Britain, already responsible for Hollywood and 
London’s theatre district, with more plays on in one night than the whole of Europe, become the 
world’s educators, mediators, instructors and facilitators, as well as entertainers?  Science and art 
are also joined by this medium, just as world leadership is described and exemplified by it.  
Digital media can take a lead in the conquest of death itself.  We can learn to live and speak now 
in a way that our children’s children and our student’s students will not only remember, but 
watch and hear repeatedly, if indeed we have anything worth telling them and that no machine 
can provide!  That will be up to us alone.   

Discussion:  A boost to the meaning of work 
The latest financial crises should have reminded us that people work for meaning, not 

mainly for money incentives, Victor Frankl (1963) The idea that entrepreneurs “want to make 
money” is almost entirely without foundation. Were this so, they would need to have their heads 
examined since four out of five entrepreneurs make losses and a less certain way to enrich 
yourself is hard to conceive. Entrepreneurs have ideas and visions for which they are prepared to 
suffer great deprivation if necessary. Of course they need money to succeed but this is not the 
same as being motivated by it. Anyone attending a half-decent business school is going to make 
money more reliably than an entrepreneur, see Clayton Christiansen (2009).  

Many years ago McClelland’s (1961) study of achievement motivation showed that 
money incentives make a difference only to low achievers. The high achievers achieve for the 
sake of this and did no better when rewarded. If we assume that innovative achievements are 
their own reward then many employees work for the intrinsic meaning of their work and its 
envisaged benefits to customers. If we succeeded in dramatizing this fact and persuaded 
employees that they were “on stage” pioneering new ways to satisfaction then the energies of 
millions could be mobilized.  On one important occasion during the famous Hawthorne 
Experiment some working class American women found themselves to be taking part in an 
historical drama, as more and more distinguished visitors came to see their ever rising 
productivity in their experiment. The result was continuous improvement, together with soaring 
morale.  They were no longer assembling telephone relays they were discovering how telephone 
relays could be better assembled, see. Fritz Roethlisberger and J Dixon (1939)  They had a super 
ordinate goal.     
 

The problem with money incentives and grossly unequal pay is that someone must pay 
for this and increasingly this is the American middle class. Robert Reich (2011) has shown that 
only once before have incomes in the US been so unequal, in 1929 on the eve of the Great 
Depression! Those who work for meaning live in a world of abundance and of sharing and have 
“shared strategy” see Michael E Porter and  David A. Kramer (2010). As Romeo said the Juliet, 
“the more I give you the more I have”.         

A new kind of leadership 
The break-neck speed of growth in the People’s Republic of China, where money 

incentives are a fraction of what Americans earn, reveals that ever greater disparities of income 
do not work as supposed. Dick Fuld earned $500 million in the year before Lehman Brothers 
collapsed. But if employees truly work for meaning an entirely new style of leadership will 
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emerge. The leader will be a story-teller, a film “star”, a hero, a seeker after new knowledge who 
offers his people historical opportunities to create new realities, all of which are recorded on film 
for posterity. People will work to make a difference, to hand something back to their society to 
enshrine their memories.  It will be an era of transformational leadership described by James 
McGregor Burns (1978) citing Roosevelt’s fireside chats to the nation. The leader transforms his 
followers, while the followers transform the leader and the nation achieves a new consciousness.  

Conclusion 

What we do is increasingly mediated by the technologies we use,. These exaggerate one 
part of our human endowments and suppress other parts. This distorts our humanity so that like 
knives, forks and spoons we can only cut, poke and ladle what we find.  In digital media now 
dropping in price and greatly simplifying the production of visual drama, we have a medium 
which at last does justice to the fullness of our human endowments.  What parts of ourselves in 
what proportions is for us to decide. Bias may continue but we must blame ourselves for this not 
our tools. We are enabled to define the meaning of our lives as never before, able to project our 
ideas forward in time to win adherents and to attract millions of dollars to innovative purposes. 
There is no inherent reason why we should not have Exhibitions of the Future with hundreds of 
digital prototypes searching for sponsors who might be able to deduct from taxes what they 
chose to champion   
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